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Patents and patent applications contain rich sources of scientific and technical information. Transfer of 
technical knowledge among people, firms, institutions, and governments has long relied upon the 
information patent documents (hereafter simply “patents”) disclose. One may take advantage of a 
feature of patent law to track the flow of technical ideas among patents by constructing a network from 
the citations patents make to and from each other. The result is a patent citation network. The 
worldwide patent citation network is immense, with almost half a billion citations among more than 
100 million patents. The architecture of such a patent network represents millions of individual choices 
inventors, and patent agents or attorneys who represent them, have made about how to situate 
inventors’ new ideas within the wider context of existing knowledge. If the computationally-
challenging task of constructing a patent citation network is done successfully, the resulting lattice of 
interlinked inventions may hold within its structure immense amounts of valuable information 
concerning the evolution of, and relationships between, technologies. There are myriad approaches to 
building a patent citation network. We use eigenvector centrality and hierarchical graphical approaches 
to construct comprehensive citation networks. This results in several salutary features useful for 
analyzing not only network structure at defined moments in time but also changes in network structure 
over time. The network contains millions of “natural technology clusters” grouped together by their 
citations, with these natural technology clusters running the gamut of granularity from the most specific 
technology areas to the most inclusive areas. In part by virtue of the nested organization of its natural 
technology clusters, the structure of the patent citation network holds a wealth of information about 
where knowledge is generated, where it flows, and how patterns have already, and likely shall in the 
future, change. We use the worldwide patent citation network to infer flow of technical information 
among countries. Patent citation data is used to estimate these flows. Here we focus on knowledge flow 
among countries or other jurisdictions, calculating pairwise citations - both raw and importance-
weighted - to and from them. Using this method, we offer new insights into global patterns of technical 
knowledge flow. We use two metrics. The first of these is based upon raw citations, which is the 
number of times one patent cites a different patent. The second is importance, which reflects not simply 
the number of citations, but the relative influence of each citation. For every available national (e.g., 
New Zealand, Italy, Brazil), regional (e.g., the European Patent Convention), and international (e.g., 
Patent Cooperation Treaty) patent jurisdiction, we enumerate the citations to and from all national and 
jurisdictional pairs as well as the importance of these citations. The dataset we use for this project is the 
autumn 2018 PATSTAT release. 


